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Abstract 

This study investigates how post-processing effects affect the realism and 

aesthetics of digital game graphics. Four focus groups explored a digital game 

environment and were exposed to various post-processing effects. During qualitative 

interviews these focus groups were asked questions about their experience and 

preferences and the results were analysed. The results can illustrate some of the 

different pros and cons with these popular post-processing effects and this could help 

graphical artists and game developers in the future to use this tool (post-processing 

effects) as effectively as possible.  

Keywords: post-processing effects, 3D graphics, image enhancement, qualitative 

study, focus groups, realism, aesthetics 

Abstrakt 

Denna studie undersöker hur post-processing effekter påverkar realismen och 

estetiken hos digital spelgrafik. Fyra fokusgrupper utforskade en digital spelmiljö 

medan olika post-processing effekter exponerades för dem. Under kvalitativa 

fokusgruppsintervjuer fick de frågor angående deras upplevelser och preferenser och 

detta resultat blev sedan analyserat. Resultatet kan ge en bild av de olika för- och 

nackdelarna som finns med dessa populära post-processing effekter och skulle 

möjligen kunna hjälpa grafiker och spelutvecklare i framtiden att använda detta 

verktyg (post-processing effekter) så effektivt som möjligt. 

Keywords: post-processing effekter, 3D-grafik, bildförbättring, kvalitativ studie, 

fokusgrupper, realism, estetik 
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1 Introduction 

Game developers often want their game to be perceived as realistic as possible, but 

is it perceptual realism or photorealism they want? When we give modern movies like 

Star Trek (Abrams, 2009) a closer look we see that these do not try to imitate what we 

consider perceptual realism (Turnock, 2012, p.159). These movies often replicate an 

accepted aesthetic in a photorealistic way instead. What this means is that these 

movies try to replicate photography and what we associate with it instead of trying to 

make it look like something viewed through a human eye, the so called perceptual 

realism. Cameras do not always represent the world in the same way as the human 

eye, partially because of imaging artifacts like lens flares, chromatic aberration, 

grain/noise, depth of field and similar effects. Even though these artifacts do not occur 

naturally in digital games, which uses virtual (and therefore not physical) cameras, 

many games try to replicate these phenomena. This is what this study will look closer 

into, by researching how these seemingly unnecessary post-processing effects can be 

used as a powerful tool for digital artists and game developers. 

Previously video games have had a hard time being able to render post-processing 

effects (Peddie, 2014, p.408), but now when the technology is very capable of this, 

post-processing effects are a lot more relevant to video game graphics than it has been 

before. 
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2 Theory 

Filmmakers, photographers and 3D-artists often use post-processing effects to 

imitate the imaging artifacts of cameras. Bloom, a popular post-processing effect, is 

represented as a physical mechanism in the human eye (Spencer, et al., 1995, p.325) 

but can also be seen through cameras. With that being said, bloom is often 

exaggerated in art. The human eye can perceive a certain type of bloom when staring 

at a bright light source, like a light bulb, but computer monitors can not be bright 

enough for this. The range a screen has is not broad enough and no matter how bright 

you set your computer screen to be, it can never give you the same effect as staring 

into the sun or at a real light bulb. There is a physical difference in brightness between 

the real sun and a digital image of a sun. Bloom can often be added as a post-

processing effect and heavily exaggerated to compensate for this in digital art. Then 

the image will look bright, even though it technically is not. Therefore bloom can be 

represented in art during circumstances it might not been visible if experienced in real 

life. Exaggerated bloom is not anything new, since it has been used as a tool by many 

artists in history, like the impressionists during the late 19th century (Spencer, et al., 

1995, p.325). 

Lens flares was first a phenomena caused by light unintentionally passing through 

a photographic lens system (but it is now often used intentionally) (Hullin, 2011, 

p.107). During filmmaking in the classical era, this was prohibited in studio lighting 

conditions since it was seen as a flaw (Turnock, 2012, p.159). This is an artifact as 

well, and just like with bloom, artists use this as a tool to increase the perceived 

brightness in an image. Because of this, bloom and lens flares are very similar effects. 

The main difference is that the human eye can not see lens flares, while the human 

eye can see a type of bloom. That bloom is though, as previously stated, often more 

subtle than its exaggerated counterpart in art. Lens flares also have a similar feature to 

noise/grain (more about noise/grain below), since it occasionally has been used as a 

cloaking effect. A great example of this is in 2001: A Space Odyssey (Kubrick, 1968) 

which uses lens flares to cloak special effect errors (Turnock, 2012, p.159). More 

about cloaking will also be written below. 
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Post-processing effects often look unnatural since these are added in or (for an 

example in the case of bloom) exaggerated (von der Phalen, et al., 2014). If these 

effects are not used with care, they may flicker and harm the photorealism. It is 

important to note though that certain post-processing effects like lens flares can 

flicker a bit without it breaking the photorealism, since real lens flares have a 

tendency to do this when filmed through a physical camera over time (Brinkmann, 

2008, p.35). 

 

 

Figure 1. Example of lens flares and bloom. The image is taken from the demo used in this study. 

 

The higher the resolution is, the harder the challenge is as well when it comes to 

creating digital graphics that does not look synthetic (von der Phalen, et al., 2014). 

The reason for this is the unnatural perfection 3D can have (Turnock, 2012, p.162). 

This is why Activision Blizzard uses post-processing effects (von der Phalen, et al., 

2014). Post-processing effects help to make the image more "fuzzy" and it tricks our 

trained eyes, which this study calls cloaking. When you look at a photograph, it is 

really hard to see what is happening in detail, while looking at computer generated 

images you can generally see things too clear. In movies grain and depth of field 

(DOF) helps with the cloaking. One example from Activision Blizzard is when the 

viewer is looking at a rendered image of one of their realistic digital characters. 

Cloaking details with DOF will hide the fact that the person does not have any stray 
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hair. The DOF and noise/grain makes the image appear less predictable. Since we are 

used to see grain or noise in film (whether it is real grain/noise or added in post-

production) we rarely think about it or question its presence. Especially in low 

lighting conditions a too perfect image might ruin the realism. 

 

 

Figure 2. Example of depth of field. The brick red pillars in the foreground and background are out of focus 

and blurry, while the brick red pillars in the middle together with the blue cube are in focus and not blurry. 

This image was created for this study. 

 

 

Figure 3. Example of noise/grain. The image is taken from the demo. NOTE: The grain/noise is heavily 

exaggerated in this image to be visible during image resizing and print. The noise in this image is not 

representative of the grain inside of the demo, which was more subtle. 

 

A digital artifact that images can have that humans do not see with the eye is 

banding and this is something noise/grain effectively reduces and hides (Monroy, 
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2002, p.71) (Brinkmann, 2008, p.399). Therefore, adding noise to a digital image can 

make the unnatural banding artifact less noticeable. 

 

 

Figure 4. Example of banding. This image was created for this study. 

 

These post-processing effects are often used to not imitate physical reality viewed 

through a human eye, but to make the digital image in question perceived as real. 

There are of course plenty of different post-processing effects. All are interesting, but 

to keep this study reasonably focused, it will target four popular post-processing 

effects that imitates physical cameras: noise/grain, depth of field, bloom and lens 

flares. The last two, since they are very similar, will sometimes be grouped and 

referenced as “light effects” in this study. 

Note that these post-processing effects can also be used to imitate old movies or 

similar (Chien, 2007, pp.58-59). This has been used in various games, like 

Resistance: Fall of Man (Insomniac Games, 2006), which tries to capture the 

aesthetics of old film footage from World War 2. This study will not focus on trying 

to imitate a certain genre, theme or film style, but will try to implement the post-

processing effects in a general situation and not one with a specific purpose. If 

someone is trying to make a video game that looks like an old movie, there is a major 

reason to use post-processing effects. The findings of this study are meant for games 

which do not necessarily need post-processing effects to function, but might want to 

use them because of how the player perceives them.  
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It is important to note that Augmented Reality games (AR games) have a special 

reason to use post-processing effects. For an example, let us say a smart phone 

application uses AR to render a 3D enemy on top of a physical table the smartphone 

films with its camera. This 3D enemy will probably look too clean (Brinkmann, 2008, 

p.399), since the filmed material the camera provides has noise in it (especially during 

low light situations). In other words, the 3D enemy will look fake. Therefore noise 

should be added to the 3D object to make it blend with the noisy background better. 

This study will not touch on the topic of AR tough, but it should be noted that post-

processing effects are possibly even more relevant in AR games, but that is something 

future studies will have to look into more closely. 

After the research above it would be possible to conclude that these post-

processing effects are used for two reasons: cloaking and clarification (clarifying 

what is bright or not). As we can see, many use post-processing effects to hide 

mistakes and to decrease the perfectness of a 3D-image, in other words cloaking, 

which noise/grain and DOF are a perfect example of. Post-processing effects like 

bloom and lens flares are used to compensate for the lack of actual light. As 

previously said, a 3D-image of a sun can never actually emit as much light as the real 

sun. To compensate for this and to clarify that a certain light source truly is very 

bright, exaggerated bloom and lens flares can be added to increase the perceived 

brightness of the light source. 

Even though these special effects do not make sense to be in a game naturally, it 

might feel natural or correct, which is ultimately the goal. There is a “rule” when it 

comes to special effects that states: If it looks correct, then it is correct (Brinkmann, 

2008, p.51). This could be applied to post-processing effects, a type of special effect, 

too since it often does not make sense to have a physical camera in many games, but 

if players think it looks correct it should not matter. If this actually is the case is what 

this study will look further into. An interesting point Jørgensen (2014, pp.6-7) makes 

is that post-processing effects are not even the only way game developers simulate 

having an actual physical camera in the game, since many games play around with the 

camera lens in other forms, letting blood splatter or water wash over it.  

Jørgensen (2014, pp.6-7) continues the point mentioned above and speaks of the 

cinematic style many games aim for and say that this combination of media results in 
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an aesthetic unique to digital games. While some, like Jay David Bolter and Richard 

Grusin (1999, p.47), might think of these cinematic choices as a result of games 

attempting to become a sort of interactive version of film, Jørgensen say that it is a 

simplistic way of looking at it. She thinks of it as a new medium with its own style, 

while it might remediate some of the aspects of older media. A process of 

reappropriation results in a strange merger of stylistic conventions and something new 

is created. The result is a new aesthetic logic that is inspired by earlier media, like lens 

flares and grain, but should be seen as a new development. 

This subject has been discussed in film theory and in art theory. What this paper 

will try to do is to investigate this topic in relation to digital games, instead of in 

relation to film, photo and art. A subject that has not been very explored yet. 

 

Research question 1: How do post-processing effects that imitates physical 

cameras affect how realistic the game graphics are perceived? 

Research question 2: How do post-processing effects that imitates physical 

cameras affect how aesthetically pleasing the game graphics are perceived? 
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3 Methods 

For this study a qualitative method was chosen, since it will allow the researcher to 

dig deeper into the minds of the players than a quantitative study can. A demo 

environment from Unity Technologies for the Unity (2005) game engine was 

modified and used. Unity Technologies released this environment themselves, hence 

it is an accurate representation of an interactive digital environment in a game engine. 

The environment was shipped with post-processing effects included, with some 

already added to the camera. Certain keys were reprogrammed to toggle these effects. 

The effects were modified as well to fulfill their purpose as much and possible. This 

and the slight change in code means the scene was changed to fit this study. The post-

processing effects were slightly exaggerated, so they would not go unnoticed during 

gameplay. 

To ensure the study collects sufficient data, this study will take inspiration from a 

previous similar research in which they investigated how to render interior wood as 

realistic as possible (Nordvik and Broman, 2009, p.115). They wanted to receive more 

than single word answers, since that was a problem in their earlier study, and aimed 

for answers containing sentences and expressions. To manage to get these deeper 

answers they chose focus groups instead of individual interviews. For the same reason 

this study will use this approach as well, a qualitative focus group based method. It 

will use a smaller type of focus groups, containing 3-6 people, since it might be hard 

for a large amount of people to share a screen and if the focus groups are smaller, 

everyone can get to play as well. Otherwise it might take too long time to explore the 

environment if it is a group of 10 people and they all have to play, for an example. 

There were four focus groups all containing in total thirteen participants that were 

interviewed. Four people during the first interview and three during the others. The 

ages ranged from children (with the youngest one at 10) to adults (with the oldest 

being in their later 50’s). Some had earlier experience with video games and some had 

not. A few had worked with film, photo or TV earlier and therefore had experience 

with cameras and how they function. The gameplay and interviews were set up in 
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different quiet rooms depending on what location suited the participants the best. The 

demo was played on a computer. 

The participants explored the environment and toggled between the different post-

processing effect modes, which consisted of having all effects off, all on and the 

ability to toggle the individual effects off and on. The environment has an advanced 

lighting system, which simulates day and night cycles. In other words, the players 

experience the post-processing effects in all types of lighting conditions. 

After the players felt they had explored enough and perceived the different post-

processing effects in different situations, a semi-structured interview was held. Note 

that audio (and screen recordings) during the gameplay was recorded, so if they said 

interesting things during the gameplay it could be deeper explored during the semi-

structured interview. 

The first question in the interview concerns having all post-processing off or on, 

and what the player prefers and why that is. In all questions, the participants were 

asked to consider the different lighting conditions and think about whether that affects 

their view of which mode fits the best. It could be possible grain/noise feels more 

natural during low light situations, for an example. They are also told to consider if 

playing or watching affected their opinions differently. For an example, maybe the 

players find DOF natural when they watch someone else play, but annoying when 

they try to play with it on themselves. The latter questions concern specific post-

processing effects, like DOF for an example, and the preferences about it. The final 

question asks if these effects in any way affected the realism of the graphics and why. 

 

These are all the questions written out in full form: 

1. What do you prefer, all post-processing effects off or all post-processing effects 

on? Why? 

2. What did you prefer, noise/grain off or noise/grain on? Why? 

3. What did you prefer, lens flares and bloom on or lens flare and bloom off? 

Why? 

4. What did you prefer, depth of field off or depth of field on? Why? 
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5. How do these post-processing effects affect the realism in the game and why? 

 

The interviews were recorded and then transcribed. The coding process of this 

study has been inspired by Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss’s “grounded theory”. 

Using the methods of "open coding" and “memoing” to label the different data pieces 

into categories (creating new ones when needed) and memoing the process to keep 

track of the ideas behind the labeling (Flick, 2004, pp.374-376). Conclusions are then 

drawn from these categories (sometimes called “attributes” in this study) describing 

these individual post-processing effects and explaining the general result concerning 

how post-processing effects that imitates a physical camera actually affects the 

players in this study. 
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4 Results  

4.1 Lens flares and bloom 

The players reacted greatly to the lens flares and bloom. That is why notability is a 

strong attribute assigned to these two effects. Notability is an attribute created to show 

whether something is different or special concerning how noticeable an effect is. The 

light effects were what many of the players first noticed when toggling the post-

processing effects on and off. None found the light effects difficult to spot, in 

comparison to the noise/grain and depth of field effects, which are a bit more subtle 

and some participants did not notice them right away.  

Lens flares and bloom were the post-processing effects that had the most positive 

reactions as well, with very few negative responses, with only one person wishing it 

would be turned off because of the lack of logic behind it. It affected the realism and 

aesthetics the most, which are two attributes in this study. Players did in all of the 

focus groups bring up the question of perspective and wondered whether the game is 

experienced through a character’s eye or through a lens. Some thought this could 

make the game less realistic logically speaking (hence it affected the attribute 

realism). While they said it logically was less realistic, many also thought the effect 

made the game feel more realistic for the various reasons listed below, one stating 

straight out that she absolutely perceived the lens flares and bloom realistic-looking. 

Whether logical realism mattered or not was debated in one focus group, which ended 

in the conclusion that aesthetics prevailed over logical realism since all involved 

ended up agreeing that the light effects were good because of how “cool” they were 

and that mattered the most. In general throughout the focus groups, a big majority 

argued the effects being turned on or off because of how they perceived them, be that 

aesthetically or realistically, and not because of the logic behind it. There was only 

one person who argued they would be turned off because of the absent logic behind 

their presence. It was mentioned in many focus groups though that one could perceive 

a subtle bloom around lights with the human eye (especially when wearing glasses) 

but not as exaggerated as in the game. Another thought mentioned was that even 

without the post-processing effects the logical realism is often broken in games 
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anyway, saying: “It’s interesting that games often do wrong on purpose. Not just with 

lens flares, but also when you play games with like a monster and there will be blood 

splatter on the screen.”  

The light effects added some movement to the still image (this study will call this 

attribute animation) according to people in two focus groups, which is true on a 

technical level since the lens flare has a special type of motion across the screen if the 

player or light source moves. The light effects compensated for the lack of physical 

light, making it obvious what is bright and what is not and increasing the readability 

of the image. This will be an attribute called clarification. One said: “Bloom makes 

the lights more realistic. Because there will be a small halo around the lights. In some 

games you can’t see whether the lights are on or off, as long as you don’t keep on 

switching them on or off. They will only get slightly brighter instead of starting to 

shine.” Another participant said the lights helped her orientate herself in the 

environment. As said the question of compensating the lack of physical light was also 

discussed in one of the focus groups. One participant pointed out that to make these 

effects happen in real life the computer screen must be very bright and that would be 

difficult and painful to look at when playing the game.  

Participants in three focus groups also said that the light effects made the image 

feel less flat and therefore more three-dimensional. Affecting the feeling of depth and 

three-dimensional space will be an attribute called 3D in this study. 

Another point was that the lights looks like they do not emit light in all directions 

even though they do (see figure 5), as pointed out by one of the participants. If one of 

the light-balls in the demo flew over the ground without the post-processing effects 

on, only the ground would be lit up. The reason for this is the fact that only the ground 

is close enough to be affected by the light (if no walls or similar are present nearby). 

Without post-processing effects he found it odd-looking unless he had the post-

processing effects on, since the halo fixed this problem by visually representing the 

emitting rays in all directions. For these above reasons the realism was affected. 
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Figure 5. This image illustrates the visual representation of light rays emitting in all directions in 

comparison to a light without any post-processing effects on. This image is from the demo. 

 

4.2 Noise/grain 

Noise/grain had many attributes connected to it. Mainly animation, cloaking and 

sensitivity. Concerning the animation, one participant for an example said "You do get 

a super small motion which will become a sort of reality-thing. [...] I think if it's well 

made it can definitely have the effects of making [the image] more realistic.” It was 

also pointed out by another participant that the noise’s movement blended in a 

positive way with the lens flare and bloom effect, making the lights look more 

complex and alive given the motion. Another participant explained that if you stop 

moving around in the world, the world looks “frozen in time” without any post-

processing effects on. Something the noise/grain (and also lens flare & bloom 

according to him) fixed with its motion. 

This effect did not only affect the perceived motion/animation but it also had as 

previously stated a cloaking effect. This attribute means the post-processing effect in 

question conceals the image in some way, making it less perfect and clear. As a 

participant said "The grain is also good, because [the image] can become a bit to static 

and clean sometimes." The word "trashy" (meant in a positive way) also came up to 

describe the cloaking experience, making the image less perfect. This also affects the 

perceived quality, concerning the overall image quality, because of its trashy nature. 

Another similar word brought up in an interview was “gritty”, meant in a positive way 

if it was a gritty style the developers went for. Words like “cool” was also used to 

describe the effect. Many of these things counts as affecting the overall aesthetics of 

the image. 
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This effect also had a tight bound to sensitivity with a lot of opinions concerning 

the correct implementation of the effect (but not as many as the DOF). Many 

participants said they did enjoy the effect but not this particular type of noise. Some 

believed a more analogue grain would be preferred to the noise in the demo, which 

looks more like a type of digital noise than analogue grain from a film camera. The 

noise in the demo looked to static.  

The notability was also special in comparison to the other effects. Some said they 

did not see the effect unless they really tried, while others claimed they noticed it very 

much. One said that she noticed the effect but that she would think it was because of 

the monitor (and not the game) the noise was present, if she would stumble upon the 

effect in real life. 

A few thought that noise/grain could break the narrative if you want to create 

realism, because of the film-atmosphere it gives. One participant in particular said 

that if the developer wants to recreate realism and then adds a “film-filter” over the 

image, the player will take a step back and feel like it is a movie instead of reality. To 

describe this a detachment attribute was created indicating that the immersion breaks. 

With that said, other opinions were that this film effect could lead to realism. One 

participant said "For some reason this creates a type of realism, which is actually 

pretty weird, but I think it can be because we are so used to watch movies." Another 

one also said "It's possible this would lead to a sort of photographic experience. This 

could possibly remove the feeling of `somebody has created this´". Another relevant 

point concerning atmosphere is the connection to horror games and films this post-

processing effect has. One participant mentioned that he thought of horror when he 

saw the noise/grain and that he found it “cool”. The horror atmosphere the noise/grain 

gives was brought up in multiple focus groups. 

The effect has a particular attribute as well. One participant pointed out that 

noise/grain could have a different impact during night, since real cameras shoot 

grainier footage during dark lighting conditions. He said that if the developers were 

“nerdy” they could use the effect to increase noise during the low light conditions. 

Another group of participants said that it would work good in cellars or other dark 
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(and scary) environments, or if you see the world from the perspective of an evil 

character.  

One participant said the 3D space was affected negatively. The noise actually 

reduced the sense of 3D according to him. The noise-filter, laying on top of the 3D-

world, made it feel flatter. 

To summarize, noise/grain mainly affect animation, cloaking and sensitivity. The 

general view was that depending on the implementation it could give a positive 

impact on the game. The most common suggestion was to make the effect look more 

like analogue film grain than digital noise. 

 

4.3 Depth of field 

The Depth Of Field (DOF) mainly affected the sense of 3D, cloaking and 

sensitivity. This effect has the strongest sensitivity of them all. The participants were 

in other words very sensitive to the implementation. In the demo the DOF was fixed 

and had both a blurry foreground and background. The participants were very 

sensitive to the foreground and did not respond well to it. They either wanted to move 

the blurriness of the foreground very close the player (so you had to stand as close as 

possible to a wall to see it blurry for an example) or have a type of auto-focus. 

Concerning the blurry foreground one said “You didn't see any details. You didn't see 

the writing on the boxes. And that is important when you play a game.” This is why 

cloaking is one of the main attributes connected to this effect. The idea of auto-focus 

was popular among multiple participants. Some said this would affect the realism 

greatly, saying “...if it could be as fast as the eye with the auto-focus it would be very 

realistic”.  

Many found the DOF effective at affecting the sense of 3D, if it is implemented 

wisely. One said “I think it is a very good effect to capture the sense of depth in the 

image. But one should adjust it carefully.” Words like “cool” were used to describe 

this effect as well. 

To summarize many had concerns about the implementation. The general view 

was that the effect was nice for various reasons (many said they would like to see 
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DOF in the game), but it has to be implemented in a way that does not affect the 

gameplay negatively.  

 

 

Figure 6. The upper row illustrates how the DOF works on objects far away (the stars are blurry for an 

example) and the lower row illustrates how objects in the foreground are affected by the DOF. These images 

are taken from the demo used in the game. 

 

4.4 General 

The general feelings of the effects were positive. Mainly they affected the realism, 

atmosphere and aesthetics. These are all very general attributes many of the other 

attributes contribute to. Even though there were some disadvantages to these post-

processing effects, the advantages were bigger for most participants. No participant 

disliked all of the effects.  

If the effects are implemented wisely the common general view was that the 

realism and aesthetics were affected positively, with only a few considering the 

effects having a too unrealistic effect. Out of the four focus groups, it was only one 

group were the negative reactions were a majority. Even though the effects could be 

unrealistic logically speaking, many thought they still would like them on since they 

are aesthetically pleasing. One participant said “I feel that realism isn't that relevant, 

like you are more interested in what looks cool.” 
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It should be noted that the most negative reactions usually came from those in the 

focus group with the most experience in photography, TV-production and/or general 

camera knowledge. This applies to all focus groups, besides one focus group in which 

no one had any major earlier experience. This group had a very positive reaction to 

the post-processing effects and seemed to be the least critical one as well. One of the 

photographers from the most negative focus groups said in reference to the lens flare 

"Since I have photographed a lot I don't like lens flares. You're not supposed to have 

them. I mean in general, when you photograph with a regular camera." Another one 

talked about grain being a problem in TV-production and therefore not anything she 

likes, since you are not supposed to see that in a broadcast. In other words, the 

majority of people with the most negative reactions towards these post-processing 

effects disliked them since they have learned to not have them present in their work 

within other media. 

It should be noted that one other reason made three participants extra skeptic. 

These three said that first person games in general can make them dizzy and/or 

nauseous. These three, in which two of them have prior camera knowledge, were 

extra skeptical against post-processing effects, with two of them saying the effects 

increased their already existing “gaming-condition” when the effects were to distinct. 

The particular is also important. These effects work the best in interior 

environments during low light conditions (this concerns noise/grain and the light 

effects). The quality is affected, besides from the "trashy" nature the noise/grain can 

have, the general feeling of these effects gave a so called "HD 4K-feeling" according 

to one participant. 

Lens flares and bloom received mainly positive reactions while noise/grain and 

depth of field had more mixed reactions with concerns of implementation, but with 

correct settings most said they liked the effects. 

People had a lot of thoughts concerning these post-processing effects and they had 

many opinions about them. In other words, the impact of these effects were big to 

many (besides from noise/grain being hard to notice for a few).  
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4.5 Categories/attributes 

The following chart will explain the categories (or attributes as this study calls 

them) created during the coding process and the meaning behind them. The chart 

below it will then show which of these attributes we can assign each post-processing 

effect and the general impact of the post-processing effects. Some of these attributes 

do bleed a bit into each other and play in each other’s favor. For an example, as stated 

above the animation attributes seemed to affect the realism attribute. 

 

3D Affecting the sense of three-dimensional space. 

Aesthetics Affecting the aesthetics of the game. 

Animation Giving movement to the image. 

Atmosphere Affecting the perceived atmosphere (mysterious, scary, etc.) 

Clarification Makes the environment easier to read and understand. 

Cloaking Making the image less perfect and clear.  

Detachment Having a detaching effect and therefore breaking immersion. 

Notability Whether an effect’s notability is interesting or different. 

Particular The effect gives a different impact depending on the particular 

scenario. 

Quality Affecting the perceived image quality (trashy, high-quality, etc.) 

Realism Affecting the realism. 

Sensitivity Whether the player is sensitive to the implementation. 

Table 1. Above figure shows the different categories (or attributes as this study calls them) created during 

the coding process. The attributes are sorted in an alphabetical order. 
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Bloom and lens 

flares 

Noise/grain Depth of field General 

3D 3D 3D 3D 

Aesthetics Aesthetics Aesthetics Aesthetics 

Animation Animation Cloaking Atmosphere 

Clarification Atmosphere Realism Particular 

Notability Cloaking Sensitivity Quality 

Particular Detachment  Realism 

Realism Notability   

Sensitivity Particular   

 Quality   

 Realism   

 Sensitivity   

Table 2. Bold italic text indicates an extra strong connection to the attribute, based on very similar thoughts 

from many of the participants. The attributes are sorted in an alphabetical order. 
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5 Discussion 

These results suggest they could be used during video game development. This 

study illustrates some of the advantages and disadvantages of post-processing effects 

(even though there are plenty of post-processing effects left to be studied). For an 

example, if a developer finds the game in question to be too static there are many 

ways to give the image more life. If it is outside the grass and trees can move in the 

wind or something alike. Another solution, which also works in interior environments 

were wind and similar rarely exist, would be post-processing effects that have an 

animation attribute. This is one example of how this study could be used to enhance 

future video games and aid developers. By reading this study it will hopefully be 

easier to get an overview of the pros and cons of these effects, to make sure they play 

in the developers favor. 

Based on the results it seems like light effects (lens flare and bloom) are very safe 

to implement and will give a positive reaction enhancing player experience. If there 

will be a lot of lights throughout the game the developer should consider to not  

exaggerate the effects too much, to not distract the viewer. The other two studied 

post-processing effects (noise/grain and depth of field) are not as simple to 

implement. The developers should consider the advantages and disadvantages and if it 

seems fitting implement a player-tested version of these effects that will not affect 

gameplay negatively. If done right these effects could also enhance the player 

experience. 

An interesting idea is to make these post-processing effects toggleable in the menu. 

If a player finds these effects too annoying or distracting it would then be possible to 

solve the issue with ease.  

Post-processing effects are a tool game developers could use that not many have 

studied previously. Since these effects seem to affect the players quite a lot, the 

subject should be studied more. There are a lot of different post-processing effects 

that this study does not inspect. For an example motion blur which one participant 

even mentioned during the interviews asking whether this is something this study will 

touch on.  
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Not only could future studies look into other post-processing effects, but also how 

they work with different types of gameplay. One could imagine that cloaking effects 

might have a negative impact during reaction based gameplay, like a shooter. 

Distracting lights could also be a problem in this scenario. Whether that is true is 

something future studies will have to answer. In this demo the players did not have to 

worry about shooting monsters and reacting quickly, which might affect the 

experience of these effects. Virtual reality (VR) is another interesting topic one 

participant mentioned. VR often tries to make the game feel like real life and viewed 

through a human eye and noise/grain for an example could potentially affect that 

negatively. How post-processing effects affect VR games should be a separate study 

focusing solely on this new platform. How post-processing effects can help 

Augmented Reality (AR) games blend the computer-generated images with the filmed 

material together is also an interesting future topic.  

Many of the players had thoughts similar to what people previously had written 

about post-processing effects. Bloom can be noticed with the human eye, but is often 

exaggerated in art (Spencer, et al., 1995, p.325). This was mentioned in the interviews 

as well, saying that this was similar to the human eye but exaggerated. Another point 

previously made that was also brought up in the interviews were that it could be good 

to not have a too perfect image. As two participants called it, "trashing" the image a 

bit can be positive. As written in the introduction, there can be a difference between 

what is actually realistic and what is perceived realistic. This is something these 

interviews also reflects since the question of whether the game is being perceived 

through a human eye or lens is brought up, with many saying that it is logically 

unrealistic to see the lens effects while also stating reasons it feels more realistic to 

have these effects on. Many of the ideas Jørgensen has are also represented. As stated 

in the results, one participant talked about fact that the lens is present during other 

situations as well, when splatter shows up on the screen for an example. The fact that 

grain/noise is present in many other types of media (like photo and film) and therefore 

affects the realism when it is implemented into games is also mentioned during the 

interviews. This study verifies a lot of these thoughts while bringing new ones to the 

table, like the idea of an implemented depth of field with an auto-focus imitating the 

eyes’ similar function, to make up for the fact that a representative for that particular 
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impactful function of the eye is missing and therefore creating a potential feeling of 

realism. Autofocus is something used in a few already existing games, but it has not 

been a big subject within game literature, which is why it could be called a new 

subject brought to the table.   
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6 Conclusion 

This study had two research questions. The first one being: How do post-

processing effects that imitates physical cameras affect how realistic the game 

graphics are perceived? The second one was: How do post-processing effects that 

imitates physical cameras affect how aesthetically pleasing the game graphics are 

perceived? 

To answer the research questions above, this study concludes that post-processing 

effects that imitates physical cameras affect the realism by both reducing it while 

increasing it on a general level. It reduces the logical realism while increasing the 

perceived realism. The post-processing effects that imitates physical cameras also 

affect the aesthetics of the game in a generally positive manner. These effects can get 

in the way of gameplay if they are implemented in a faulty manner, which was the 

most common concern. 

Post-processing effects are tools that definitely trigger reactions from the players of 

the game, affecting the experience and in some cases gameplay. Hopefully more 

studies will focus on this subject in the future. 
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